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Train delay is a serious issue that can spread rapidly in the railway network leading to further
delay of other trains and detention of passengers in stations. However, the current practice in
the event of the trail delay usually depends on train dispatcher's experience, which cannot
manage train operation e®ectively and may have safety risks. The application of intelligent
railway monitor and control system can improve train operation management while increasing
railway safety. This paper presents a methodology in which train timetabling, platforming and
routing models are combined by studying the real-time adjustment and optimization of high-
speed railway in the case of the train delay in order to produce a cooperative adjustment
algorithm so that the train operation adjustment plan can be obtained. MATLAB computer
programs have been developed based on the proposed methodology and adjustment criteria
have been established from knowledge data bases in order to calculate optimized solutions. A
case study is used to demonstrate the proposed methodology. The results show that the pro-
posed method can quickly adjust the train operation plan in the case of the train delay, restore
the normal train operation order, and reduce the impact of train delay on railway network
e®ectively and e±ciently.
Keywords: Train delay; railway timetabling; train platforming; train routing; optimization
models and algorithms.
Notations
i : Trains, i 2 I, I ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; kg;
s : Stations, s 2 S, S ¼ f1; 2; . . . ;mg;
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k : Total train number;
m : Total station number;
us : Platform track in station s, us 2 U s, U s ¼ f1s; 2s; . . . ;nsg;
ns : Total number of platform tracks at station s;
rs : Train routes at station s, rs 2 Rs, Rs ¼ f1s; 2s; . . . ;wsg;
ws : Total number of train routes at station s;
tais : Original scheduled time for train i to arrive at station s;
tdis : Original scheduled time for train i to depart from station s;




Xsiu : The platform track number occupied by train i at station s in the original
plan, when xsiu ¼ 1;Xsiu ¼ u;
osir ¼




hsu : The route to the platform track u in stations;h
s
u 2 H su;H su ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; gug;
gu : Total number of routes to platform track u at station s;
t is;sþ1 : Running time of train i between station s and station sþ 1;
 is : Minimum stop time of train i at station s;
 zs : Tracking interval of station s;
 ds : Arriving interval of station s;
us : The interval between two trains using track u in station s;
t 0ais : Adjusted time for train i to arrive at station s;
t 0dis : Adjusted time for train i to depart from station s;
V L si : Train numbers at station s during t 0dis  t 0ais period;
x 0siu ¼




X 0siu : The platform track number occupied by train i at station s in the adjusted
plan, when x 0siu ¼ 1;X 0siu ¼ 1;
























iuhsyi, i are the decision variables.
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Trains in a railway network must be operated by following systematic predetermined
schedules based on railway network capacity. If a train is delayed, it would a®ect
other trains' arrivals and departures at stations. However, the change of timetabling
because of such a delay will also a®ect the arrangement of platforms and route plans
in the railway network [1].
Studies have been conducted on the optimization of train timetabling in order to
manage and control the delay of trains. Corman et al. [2] and Luan et al. [3] inves-
tigated the problems of railway transportation interference and train delay
management and proposed a method of integration of train scheduling and delay for
real-time railway tra±c control. Cacchiani et al. [4] studied the recovery of real-time
interference and management of railways and developed a recovery model for real-
time railway rescheduling by taking train scheduling and train delay into consider-
ation. Yang et al. [5] developed a method for minimizing the total delay time at the
departure station and the residence time of intermediate stations as an objective
function and established a collaborative optimization model for the integration of
train stop planning in order to solve train dispatching problems. However, these
studies only considered e®ects of the train delay by taking train scheduling into
consideration, but train platforming and routing plans are not considered.
Some of researches have been done which considered train platforming and
routing and problems in dealing with the train delay. Carey et al. [6, 7] studied train
operation timetable and arrival/departure track arrangements in large hub stations
and developed a model for train scheduling for busy complex stations in railway
network. Zhang et al. [8] combined train routing, interlocking and train platform
compilation rules, and further developed a real-time adjustable and controllable
collaborative optimization model for train platforming in railway stations. Samà
et al. [9] proposed an integer linear programming model for real-time adjustment and
re-arrangement of train platforms and train routes to solve the problem because of
the train delay.
However, the current studies address either the optimization of train timetable
and the adjustment of train delay or the optimization of train platforming
and routes and the adjustment of train delay, but the adjustment of train
scheduling, platforming and routing plans are not considered together, which is
important in train operation management. This paper presents the recent devel-
opment of a cooperative adjustment method in the case of the train delay in
which train timetabling, platforming and routing plans are taken together with
railway network capacity into consideration in order to restore normal train op-
eration order and reduce the impact of train delay e®ectively. MATLAB computer
programs have been developed based on the proposed methodology and adjust-
ment criteria have been established from knowledge data bases in order to cal-
culate optimized solutions. A case example is used to demonstrate the proposed
methodology.
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2. Modeling Development of Train Timetabling, Platforming
and Routing
The train optimization timetabling, platforming and routing models are de-
scribed in this section, respectively, which will be used to establish a cooperative
adjustment model. It should be noted that the parameters are considered in the
proposed model which take all in°uential factors from the recorded databases
into account.
2.1. Train timetabling optimization model
2.1.1. Objective functions
When the train delay occurs, the goal of adjustment is to minimize the total train
delay time. T€ornquist and Persson [10] discussed the propagation mode of interfer-
ence and took corresponding measures to minimize the number of a®ected trains.
Therefore, both the number of delayed trains and the total train delay time in the
process of train delay adjustment need to be considered. The number of delayed











½ðt 0ais  taisÞ þ ðt 0dis  tdisÞ: ð2Þ
In the process of adjustment decision, the priority is to reduce the number of delayed
trains in order to ensure train operation recovery quickly. Assume  is a weight
factor, its value should be large enough to ensure the priority of the total number of
delayed trains can be minimized, i.e. reducing the number of delayed trains. Variable
i, value is between 0 and 1 is used to denote that if the delay time of a train is longer
than T , the number of delayed trains will not be considered, which aims to minimize
total delay time of the trains instead. Therefore, the objective function of the











Suppose two trains i and j arrive in station s successively, the timetabling model
needs to satisfy the following constraints according to the rules of train diagram
formulation [2].
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(1) In any station, the stop time of a train at the station needs to meet the minimum
stopover time requirement speci¯ed by the train
t 0dis  t 0ais   is 8s 2 S; ð4Þ
where t 0ais is the adjusted time for train i to arrive at station s, t
0d
is is the adjusted
time for train i to depart from station s,  is is the stop time of train i at station s,
and S denotes all of stations in the railway network.
(2) In any station, the shortest interval between sending two adjacent co-directional
trains in the station should meet the requirement of train tracking interval
t 0dis  t 0djs   zs 8s 2 S; ð5Þ
where t 0dis is the adjusted time for train i to arrive at station s, t
0d
js is the adjusted
time for train j to depart from station s,  zs is the track interval at station s, and
S denotes all of stations in the railway network.
(3) In any station, the continuous arrival of two adjacent co-directional trains at the
station should satisfy arriving interval
t 0ais  t 0ajs   ds 8s 2 S; ð6Þ
where t 0ais is adjusted time for train i to arrive at station s, t
0a
js is adjusted time for
train j to arrive at station s,  ds is arrival interval at station s, and S denotes all
of stations in the railway network.
(4) In any station, the interval between the continuous occupancy of the platform
track u should satisfy
t 0dis  t 0ajs  us 8s 2 S; ð7Þ
where t 0dis is adjusted time for train i to depart from station s, t
0a
js is adjusted time
for train j to arrive at station s, us is the interval between the continuous
occupancy of the platform track u at station s, and S denotes all of stations in
the railway network.
(5) In any station, the adjusted departure time of the train shall not be earlier than
the original planned departure time
tdis  t 0dis 8s 2 S; ð8Þ
where t 0dis is the adjusted time for train i to depart from station s, t
d
is is original
scheduled time for train i to depart from station s, and S denotes all of stations
in the railway network.
(6) The arrival time of the train at station sþ 1 is its departure time from station s
plus its running time in the section between stations s and sþ 1, which can be
calculated by
t 0aiðsþ1Þ  t 0dis ¼ t is;sþ1 8s 2 S and s < m; ð9Þ
where t 0aiðsþ1Þ is the adjusted time for train i to arrive at station sþ 1, t 0dis is the
adjusted time for train i to depart from station s, S denotes all of stations in the
Train Timetabling, Platforming and Routing-Based Cooperative Adjustment Methodology 5












































railway network, and m is the total number of stations that the train i stops in
the railway network.
The timetabling optimization model can be established according to the objective







½ðt 0ais  taisÞ þ ðt 0dis  tdisÞ
( )
Subject to : fEqs: ð4Þ  ð9Þg
8><
>: : ð10Þ
2.2. Platforming and routing optimization models
2.2.1. Objective function of platforming model
When train delays occur, the frequent train timetable changes cause stations to fail
receiving and dispatching trains in accordance with the original platform plan.
Therefore, the platform plan needs to be adjusted based on the changes of timetable
sue to the train delay. The volatility and equalization of platform plan are currently
used to measure the e®ect of the adjusted platform plan.
The volatility of the platform plan re°ects the di®erence between the adjusted
platform plan and the original one. The greater the value of volatility of the platform
plan is, the greater the di®erence is between the adjusted platform plan and the
original one. it is desirable to obtain a less volatile adjustment plan in order to reduce
the adjustment workload because of the train delay and quickly restore train oper-
ation in the stations. Suppose the platform track occupied by train i at station s in
the original platform plan be Xsiu and the platform track occupied by train i at







ðX 0siu XsiuÞ2: ð11Þ
The platform tracks are usually numbered in a particular order. Therefore, the
smaller value of jX 0siu Xsiuj is, the closer to the original platform plan is. In other
words, the platform track allocated to train i at station s in the adjusted platform
plan is closer to the original platform plan.
The equalization of the platform plan re°ects the degree of di®erence in the
number of occupations of each platform track in a station during a certain period.
It can be described as how many times that platform track is used in a certain
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Taking the volatility of the platform plan and the equalization of the platform
plan into consideration, and by using the method of linear weighted summation, the
two objectives Eqs. (11) and (12) are transformed into a single objective. Suppose the
weight factors 1 and 2 (1 þ 2 ¼ 1; 1 >> 2Þ for each objective [12], the objec-
tive function of the platforming model is


















2.2.2. Objective function of routing model
A route plan refers to determining a route for train i to arrive, depart or pass through
station s, such a route is called as a train route. When train i arrives or leaves the
station s, a train route needs to be used to guide the train into or out of its corre-
sponding platform track. Therefore, if the platform plan changes, the route plan
needs to be adjusted accordingly. The higher value of equalization of the route plan
is, the stronger its anti-interference ability is [13]. Therefore, similar to the equali-
zation of the platform plan as described in Sec. 2.2.1, in order to reduce the possi-
bility of secondary interference in the adjusted route plan, the e®ect of the adjusted
route plan is measured by the equalization.
When the platform track u occupied by train i in station s is determined, all the
train entry routes connected with the platform track u can be obtained, and then a
adjusted route y 0suih with the highest equalization value of the adjusted route plan can
















The platforming and routing models need to meet station operation requirements
and satisfy the following constraints:














y 0siuh ¼ k 8 s 2 S; ð16Þ
where x 0siu is the platform track allocated for train i at station s in the adjusted
platform plan, k is total number of trains, gu is the total number of routes to platform
track u at station s, and ns is total number of platform tracks at station s.
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x 0siu ¼ 1 8s 2 S: ð17Þ
(3) In any station, a platform track can only be occupied by one train in a ¯xed
period, that is, the train in assembly V L si cannot occupy the same platform
track X
i2V L si
x 0siu  1 8s 2 S; ð18Þ
where V L si is train assemblage at station s during t
0d
is  t 0ais period.




o 0sir ¼ 1 8s 2 S; ð19Þ
where rs is train routes at station s, rs 2 Rs, Rs ¼ f1s; 2s; . . . ;wsg, and ws is the
total number of train routes at station s.
(5) In any station, a route can only be occupied by one train in a ¯xed period, that is,
the train in assembly V L si cannot occupy the same routeX
i2V L si
o 0sir  1 8s 2 S: ð20Þ
(6) Suppose two trains i and j arrive station s successively, con°ict routes cannot be





o 0sjr ¼ ; j ¼ iþ 1 8s 2 S: ð21Þ
Based on the above objective functions and constraints, the platforming and
routing models can be established as
Platforming







































Subject to : Eqs: ð15Þ  ð21Þ
8><
>: : ð23Þ
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3. The Proposed Cooperative Adjustment Model
The occurrence of perturbation in a railway network that requires the adjustment of
train timetable usually a®ects the platforming and routing plans. In other words,
adjustments of train timetabling, platforming and routing plans in the case of the
train delay requires adjusting the arrival and departure time of all trains to ensure a
con°ict-free operation. Therefore, it is necessary to combine timetabling, platforming
and routing models together to establish a cooperative adjustment model.
Let t 0ais and t
0d
is be coupling factors, the cooperative adjustment model can be
established by combing Eqs. (10), (22) and (23) as
Cooperative Adjustment Model
Timetabling Min: Z1ðt 0ais; t 0disÞ
Platfroming Min: Z2ðt 0ais; t 0dis;x 0siuÞ
Routing Min: Z3ðt 0ais; t 0dis;x 0siu; y 0siuhÞ





The developed cooperative adjustment model consists of three sub-models, i.e. Train
timetabling, platforming and routing models as described in Sec. 2. In other words,
the train arrival and departure times, platform and route schemes at a station in-
teract and restrict each other. The solution algorithm of each sub-model needs to be
developed and then the ¯nal algorithm of cooperative adjustment model can be
designed to realize the real-time and fast adjustment of trains.
3.1. Train timetabling algorithm
As described in Sec. 2.2.1, the timetabling model is established to minimize the
number of the delayed trains, i.e. Eq. (1), and the total delay time, i.e. Eq. (2). These
two objectives can be achieved by
. calculating the earliest possible departure time of the delayed train i according to
its arrival time t 0ais and its minimum stopping time  is at station s. Figure 1 shows
relationship between the delayed train and its subsequent trains where a, b, c, d
and e represent the subsequent trains sorted according to the original train
schedule.
Fig. 1. Relationship between the delayed train and its subsequent trains.
Train Timetabling, Platforming and Routing-Based Cooperative Adjustment Methodology 9












































. comparing the departure times of the adjacent j trains, if there is a feasible de-
parture interval time existing, the interval time will be chosen as the departure
interval of the delayed train. For example, if j ¼ 2, assuming that the departure
time interval of trains b and c is large enough to satisfy the time interval
requirements after inserting the delayed train i into the interval, then the interval
(b, c) between trains b and c is considered as a feasible departure interval of the
delayed trains as shown in Fig. 2.
However, if there is no feasible interval after searching all intervals when j ¼ 2,
then j ¼ jþ 1 and re-search until ¯nding a solution. Therefore, when a jþ 1 adja-
cent train has a feasible interval, after inserting the delayed train into this interval,
departure times of all trains need to move backward except the ¯rst and last train.
However, all trains are not allowed to depart in advance. For example, assuming that
trains c, d and e constitute a feasible interval when j ¼ jþ 1 ¼ 3, after the delayed
train is inserted into this interval, the departure time of the subsequent train d must
be shifted backwards to provide the departure space for the delayed train as shown in
Fig. 3. A MATLAB program is developed for timetabling algorithm as shown in
Table 1.
3.2. Train platforming algorithm
Carey and Crawford [7] and Lusby et al. [14] pointed out that the train platforming
problem is a NP-hard problem and no universally valid algorithm can be found. It is
necessary to develop an algorithm so that platforming plan due to change train
timetabling can be taken into account in the decision process in the case of the
Fig. 2. Search strategy, when j ¼ 2.
Fig. 3. Search strategy when j ¼ 3.
10 Y. Zhang et al.












































train delay. Currently, simulated annealing algorithm (SAA) [15] is widely used to
solve such problems in searching for an optimal solution from a large number of
possible alters. The analysis process of SAA starts from an initial high temperature
transfers to a ¯nal low temperature based on cooling schedule, e.g. cooling rate,
iteration number and temperature threshold. In this paper, the SAA is used to ¯nd
platforming solution based on the new train schedule calculated by timetabling
algorithm as described in Sec. 3.1. The general framework of the SAA is not pre-
sented in this paper. Details of SAA can be found in [15]. However, the solution of
the SAA, the generation of the relative solution and the Metropolis criterion are
discussed.
(1) The solution: according to the number of trains (k) and the number of the
platform tracks that can be used by the current station, a matrix Ak2 is used to
















Table 1. Train timetabling algorithm.
Train Timetabling Algorithm
Input: Original timetable, train delay information.
Record the arrival time t 0ais and minimum stopping time  is of the delayed train i at station s, and calculate
the earliest possible departure time t 0ais þ  is of train i.
Calculate the number (k) of all subsequent trains with a departure time greater than t 0ais þ  is and sort
them from a small time to a large time in the original departure time sequence.
for j ¼ 2 ! k
Search feasible interval sequentially;
if (Existing feasible interval)
Arrange departure time for delayed train i, and move back the departure time of related follow-up trains.
if (All trains are not delayed beyond time T Þ
Get the optimal solution, output the results, and turn to Platforming Algorithm.
break;
end
if (Existence of a train delayed beyond time T )
Record the current objective function value, (output the optimal solution recorded after the loop ends)
continue;
end
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where the ¯rst column of the matrix Ak2 represents the train number and the
second column represents the platform track number occupied by the trains.
(2) Relative solution: change of the track numbers in the second column of
matrix Ak2 will produce a new matrix Ak2 that constitutes the current
solution.
(3) Metropolis criterion: the Metropolis criterion in simulation annealing algorithm
is the acceptance criterion that is most commonly used to judge whether or not
the newly generated domain solution is acceptable as the current solution.
Suppose PtðAk2 ) A 0k2Þ as the probability of the new accepted solution at
temperature t, then:
PtðAk2 ) A 0k2Þ ¼
¼
1; if Z2ðA 0k2Þ  Z2ðAk2Þ
exp







A MATLAB program is also developed for platforming algorithm to ¯nd the
solution as shown in Table 2 in which SAA [15] has been employed in the determi-
nation of platforming planning. In this case, initial temperature ¼ the number of
trains, iteration number = track number, cooling rate ¼ suitable track rate at the
station, and temperature threshold ¼ impact due to the train delay.
Table 2. Train platforming algorithm.
Train Platforming Algorithm
Input: reference information of platform and the results of Timetabling Algorithms.
Setting parameters: initial temperature t; iteration number L; cooling rate c; temperature threshold e.
Initial solution: the initial solution is generated from the new timetable and the original platform plan.
whilet >¼ e
forr ¼ 1 : L
Random replacement of a train's platform track in the current solution Ak2 to generate a
new solution A 0k2;
if (The solution A 0k2 satis¯es all constraints)








if (The algorithm has a feasible solution under the given parameters)
Output result, and turn to Routing Algorithms;
else
Turn to Timetabling Algorithms;
end
12 Y. Zhang et al.













































Once the platform tracks to be occupied by trains are determined, the routes con-
necting the platform tracks can be enumerated one by one according to the station
structure. The process of train routing algorithm of a MATLAB program is shown in
Table 3.
3.4. Cooperative adjustment algorithm
As described in Secs. 3.1–3.3, three sub-algorithms are used to form cooperative
adjustment algorithm in order to coordinate adjustment of the delayed trains. For
example, if a train is delayed, it would a®ect the timetabling, platforming and
routing plans in each station in railway network because of such a delay. If there is a
secondary delay in the adjustment process, the same adjustment strategy will be
applied again for all of the trains in the railway network until a solution can be
reached. By using the proposed cooperative adjustment algorithms quickly adjusting
the train operation scheme and restoring the normal train order can be achieved.
Figure 4 shows °ow chart of the proposed cooperative adjustment algorithm. The
process can be summarized as:
Step 1. input data and information of the delayed train i at station s, and calculate
the earliest possible departure time of train i.
Step 2. If the earliest possible departure time exists, move to Step 3. If the earliest
possible departure time does not exist, move to Step 4.
Step 3. calculate platforming algorithm to search for a suitable platforming plan.
If a suitable platforming plan exists, move to Step 5. Otherwise, move to
Step 4.
Table 3. Train routing algorithm.
Train Routing Algorithm
Input: the results of Platforming Algorithms.
Enumerate the routes connecting each platform track according to the station structure.
List the route plans for the current platform and set M as the total number of route plans.
form ¼ 1 : M
if (There is no con°icting routes in the current route plan)





if (Existing feasible route plan)
Output the optimal route plan based on the objective function;
else
Turn to Platforming Algorithm;
end
Train Timetabling, Platforming and Routing-Based Cooperative Adjustment Methodology 13












































Step 4. Search for a feasible timetabling plan. If it exists, move to Step 3 to cal-
culate platforming algorithm. Otherwise, no solution can be found and end
the process.
Step 5. Calculate routing algorithm to search for an available routing plan. If an
available routing plan exists, move to Step 6. Otherwise, move to Step 3.
Step 6. If station s is the terminal station of train i, move to Step 7. Otherwise, let
s ¼ sþ 1, move to Step 1.
Step 7. Search for the a®ected trains by the delayed train i. Let i ¼ iþ 1 and move
to Step 1. Otherwise, end the process and output results.
Fig. 4. Flow chart of cooperative adjustment algorithm.
14 Y. Zhang et al.













































A case study is presented in this section to demonstrate the application of the
proposed method as described in Sec. 3. About 21 pairs of trains from ¯ve adjacent
stations A, B, C, D and E between 12:00 and 16:00 are selected. Figure 5 shows the
original train operation scheme.
As can be seen in Fig. 5, the number of platform tracks used at stations A, B, C, D
and E are 15, 10, 4, 4, and 12, respectively, with the main line as the segmentation.
The upward and downward trains stop in the corresponding receiving/departure
yard. The tracking interval in all these ¯ve stations in the upward directions are both
5min, the arrival interval of stations A, B and E is 5min, the continuous non-stop
passing interval of stations C and D is 3min. The interval between two trains in these
¯ve stations using a same platform track is 8min.
Due to an unexpected event, the upward train ID02 was delayed for 28min, and
the arrival time of station A was delayed from 12:04 pm to 12:32 pm. On the premise
of meeting the above requirements of safe interval and technical operation time of
each station, the adjustment scheme obtained by using the proposed method is
shown in Fig. 6. In this case, when T ¼ 60mins, weight factor  ¼ 1000 in Eq. (3),
and other two optimization weight factors 1 ¼ 0:9999 and 2 ¼ 1 1 ¼ 0:0001 in
Eq. (13).
As can be seen from Fig. 6, in the section between stations A and E, train ID16 is
a®ected by train ID02 because of its delay, and train ID16 is restored to the original
Fig. 5. Original train operation scheme.
Train Timetabling, Platforming and Routing-Based Cooperative Adjustment Methodology 15












































planned departure time at station E. The total number of delayed trains is 5, i.e. 2
trains are delayed in station A, 2 trains in station B and 1 train in station E, and the
total delay time is 10min.
The platform plan in stations A and E has little change in the process of
adjustment, while the platform plan in stations C and D has not changed.
Figures 7 and 8 show the original platform plan and the adjusted platform plan in the
upward direction of station B.
Fig. 6. Adjusted train operation scheme.
Fig. 7. Original platform plan in the upward direction of station B.
16 Y. Zhang et al.












































As can be seen from Figs. 7 and 8, platform plan for trains ID14, ID18, ID10,
ID16, ID22 and ID26 have been changed due to the delay of train ID02. Compared
with the original platform plan, the volatility and the equalization of the platform
plan can be guaranteed, which can e®ectively reduce the adjustment workload
caused by the delay of train ID02. It should be noted that the case study only shows
the process of adjustment because of the delay caused by a train. If the delay is
caused by multiple trains, adjustments should be undertaken separately in the same
way. For example, if the delay is caused by two trains, adjustment should be un-
dertaken to analyze the ¯rst train delay to ¯nd a solution, and then to use such a
solution as the initial condition to examine the second train delay, and ¯nally the
¯nal solution can be found. In other words, If the delay is caused by multiple trains,
the adjustments can be done to analyze each train delay one by one separately
following the way as demonstrated in case study to ¯nd the ¯nal solution.
5. Conclusions
This paper presents a proposed cooperative adjustment algorithm that can be used in
the case of the train delay to adjust the train operation plan, restore the train
operation, and reduce the impact of train delay e®ectively in the railway network.
MATLAB programs have been developed in order to calculate solutions based on
three sub-algorithms of timetabling, platforming and routing. The results from case
study indicate that the proposed cooperative adjustment algorithm can realize the
coordinated adjustment of train timetabling, platforming and routing plans quickly
and e±ciently. Compared with the traditional methods of hierarchical adjustment
through multiple single models, the total number of delayed trains and the total
delay time of trains can be well controlled by using the proposed method. Railway
operational monitor and control system is currently developed based on sets of rules
and regulations made by the national authorities and classi¯cation societies, e.g.
Health & Safety Executive Department, Rail Safety and Standard Board for
Fig. 8. Adjusted platform plan in the upward direction of station B.
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Transportation, Railway Operation Co. etc. However, in many cases, the current
railway monitor and control system cannot be applied to analyze train delay acci-
dents and incidents e®ectively and e±ciently because the railway always operates in
a very changeable environment which involves human interaction combined with
human judgement, experience and engineering knowledge. The proposed method-
ology can formulate and transform domain human judgement, experience and en-
gineering knowledge to be the knowledge base as adjustment standard and criteria,
which can enhance railway monitor and control system to be applied more intelli-
gently. Therefore, the proposed methodology can also be incorporated into the in-
telligent railway monitor and control system so that train operation management
can be improved while increasing railway safety.
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